A charge transport model allowing the description of electroluminescence in polyethylene films under AC stress is proposed. The fluid model incorporates bi-polar charge injection/extraction, transport and recombination. The physics is based on hopping-mobility of electronic carriers between traps with an exponential distribution in which trap-filling controls the mobility. The computation mesh is very tight close to the electrodes -of the order of 0.4 nm allowing mapping the density of positive and negative carriers during sinusoidal, triangular and square 50 Hz voltage waveforms. Experiment and simulation fit nicely and the time-dependence of the electroluminescence intensity is accounted for by the charge behaviour. Light emission scales with the injection current. It is shown that space charge affects a layer of 10 nm away from the electrode where the mobility is increased as compared to the bulk mobility due to the high density of charge. The approach is very encouraging and opens the way to model space charge under timevarying voltages.
stresses incorporating injection, transport and extraction of charges. It has been proposed a few years ago by Boufayed et al. [13] to describe charge transport in disordered materials considering an exponential distribution in the energy of trapping levels. This description, together with the transport mechanism of thermally-activated hopping type, is a classical and well accepted description in disordered materials [14] . The paper comprises four sections. The first section includes a description of the physical model. In the second section the phase-resolved EL measurements are described. Simulation and experimental results are presented in the third section for different applied voltage waveforms. Finally, a general discussion of the results and of their implication, together with consideration of the physical meaning of the optimized set of model parameters is presented.
Model description

Physical description
The bipolar model developed is based on [13] . It is one-dimensional along the direction x perpendicular to the plane of the dielectric film, Figure 1 . Charges are provided by injection at electrodes according to a functional approximation for the current density calculation established in [15] : j e,h x,t ( ) = α exp βE x,t (
D is the dielectric thickness. Thus, j e (0,t) and j h (D,t) are the injection fluxes of electrons and holes respectively when the HV electrode is at positive polarity, and are constants. This injection law has been preferred to the conventional Richardson-Schottky equation since the latter leads to some inconsistency regarding the barrier height value [12] . Hare et al. [15] have shown that the description holds for field values up to about 300 kV.mm -1 . Charge transport is described by a hopping mechanism in which carriers move from site to site by getting over a potential barrier leading to a mobility expression of the form:
where is the attempt-to-jump frequency, d is the average distance between traps, T is the temperature, e is the elementary charge and f is the upper filled level of the traps distribution. As the average inter-site distance d is related to the trap density, only one extra-parameter is needed, , which has been set to kT/h = 6.2x10 12 s -1 , where h is the Planck's constant.
The model takes into account trap filling effects by considering that ∆ f depends on the space charge accumulation at a given position. This is done by assuming an exponential distribution of trapping sites in energy, according to: 
where is the trap depth (with max ), k is Boltzmann's constant, N t(e) and N t(h) are the trap density distribution respectively for electrons and holes characterized by a shape parameter T 0 , a pre-exponential factor N' and a maximum trap depth max . When T << T 0 , only a fraction n f of the total charge n t is involved in transport (the indexes f and t denote respectively the fraction of mobile charges and trapped charges):
Within this model, the hopping charges come from the highest filled trap state at a depth f and the traps are filled from the deepest available site upwards. The overall trap-filling modulated hopping mechanism is shown in Figure 2 . Charges participating to the transport are those located within kT below the highest occupied levels at ∆ f . Charge extraction is assumed to occur without a potential barrier (ohmic contact for extraction) and charge recombination is taken into account: charges injected or transported will either be trapped or recombine with the trapped charges of opposite polarity. The mobile-trapped charge carrier recombination density over a time interval is proportional to the density of mobile and trapped charges: 
where r e f is the recombination density for mobile electrons-trapped holes per unit time, r h f is the recombination density of mobile holes-trapped electrons per unit time and S e,h and S h,e are the respective recombination coefficients. The recombination terms have been included in the model in the same way as in a previous model [16] , considering only recombination between mobile and trapped species. The resultant space-averaged recombination density, which is the quantity to be compared to the EL intensity, can be written:
Poisson's equation, continuity equation and transport equation are used to recover the net density of charges within the dielectric.
where t is the time, s=r e f +r h f the source term, 0 r the dielectric permittivity with r =2.3 for polyethylene.
Numerical resolution
The mesh used for computation, Figure 1 , is divided into 1500 elements x, of varying lengths, being tightened close to the electrodes: 10 cells are used within a distance of 3.6 nm from the electrode. This feature is very important because as will be shown later on, charges remain very close to the interface. Therefore, tight space discretization is necessary to observe profile evolution [17] . This is understandable since charge injection and extraction will occur continuously each half cycle so charge carriers will have a limited penetration depth. Using this mesh, the time step t, has to be estimated very carefully in order to avoid numerical diffusion. First, it must satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition (CFL) [18] in a manner as to guarantee the stability of the numerical scheme:
∆t < ∆x µE (10) where µE is the carriers velocity estimated in each cell. Second, the time step t must be less than the quickest phenomena occurring in each cell, only recombination processes in our case. Finally, t must be defined in order to avoid numerical instability due to injection processes. For this latter constrain, an upper limit of t of 20 µs has been found convenient. Equations (7), (8) and (9) are resolved using the finite volume method. This method of finite volumes, which uses a discretization of the domain, works with volumes of control and makes it possible to transform the partial differential equations into continuous linear equations in the domain of calculation. This method has been chosen for its direct consistency with the conservation principle and for its relative simplicity.
Phase-resolved EL measurements
An experimental arrangement has been developed to measure EL emission from polymeric samples in a uniform field configuration at room temperature under AC stresses, Figure 3 . This arrangement has been used previously for a range of measurements on various dielectric materials [19] . Measurements were undertaken on a 100 µm thick low density polyethylene (LDPE) film metallized with semi-transparent gold layers (20 nm thick) in order to allow a uniform electrical field to be applied. The setup utilizes a Peltier-cooled electron multiplying charge coupled device (EMCCD) camera as a detection unit, allowing imaging of the emission. In addition to imaging of EL, the system can be reconfigured to determine the phase angle relationship of the emission with respect to the applied voltage. The camera is triggered at the zero crossing of the positive half-cycle to allow the synchronization of EL with the alternating electric field. After positioning the sample, the glass chamber was sealed and air evacuated to remove moisture using a vacuum pump until a pressure around 2 mbar was achieved. The chamber was then pressurized with 1 bar of dry nitrogen in order to avoid corona discharges within the chamber due to the application of high voltages. The EMCCD camera was allowed to cool down to its normal operating temperature of 200 K. The sample under test was subjected to various AC stresses by controlling the signal fed into a power amplifier. The phase resolved measurement consists of 1000 measurements of 2.168 ms each. Every value could be equated to a point on the applied field and measurements are repeated and averaged 100 times to improve signal to noise ratio. Experiments were performed with different waveforms, such as periodic sinusoidal, square and triangular waveforms and using a constant frequency of 50 Hz. In all the following figures, the voltage has the polarity of the electrode furthest from the lens, so called "HV electrode" in Figure 1 .
Results
The main goal in simulation is to reproduce the experimental EL phenomena for understanding the mechanisms at play. Simulations were performed in situations where a 6 kV peak voltage was applied across the polymer film with different 50 Hz waveforms. Simulations were performed for a stressing time of 5 s, using symmetrical model parameters for electrons and holes. In the following figures, data plotted correspond to the last period of the AC stress. All simulated EL intensity data, obtained from Eq. 6, have been multiplied by the same coefficient in order to have both experimental and simulation plots in the same figure for the sake of comparison. In the following, for convenience we assimilate recombination rates obtained from simulation and EL intensity obtained from the experiment. It must be realized that there is a gap between these two quantities, first because every recombination event does not necessarily produce photon emission (luminescence yield), second because light emission does not necessarily originate from recombination processes, as discussed in the last section of the paper. The optimized set of model parameters giving the best fit to experimental data is shown in Table 1 and will be commented on later.
With these parameters, the total traps density is about 7x10 27 m -3 . Figure 4 shows the mobility as a function of the charge density for different values of the electric field. It appears that the mobility is strongly dependent on trap filling but not on the field itself. Mobility increases drastically for charge density > 10 +6 C.m -3 . So high charge densities are actually obtained in the simulations in regions adjacent to the electrodes where charges accumulate, producing significant mobility enhancement. Mobility function of electric field and charge density using parameters of Table 1 4.1. Sinusoidal waveform Figure 5 compares experimental and simulated EL patterns for a 50 Hz sinusoidal waveform. Quite a good fit is obtained for the entire period of AC stress. Two peaks in EL intensity are observed, as usual in this kind of measurement. They are seen in each AC cycle, the EL peaks being in advance relative to the voltage maxima by an angle 1 for the positive half cycle and 2 for the negative half cycle as specified in Table 2 . Small differences are seen in the values of these phase shifts between experiments and simulation, especially for the negative half cycle. igure 6 shows the simulated electric field and charge density along the last simulated cycle. Charge densities being represented correspond to the positive, negative, and net charge averaged within the first 10 nm from the reference electrode: beyond this value, the charge density becomes insignificant and is neglected. It should be realized that the net charge density is oscillating from positive to negative crossing the zero charge line but this is due to the mutual compensation of a high density of charges of opposite sign: trapped charge as high as 10 6 C.m -3 are predicted by this model. The spatial distribution of the net charge density and electric field close to the reference electrode are shown in Figure 7 at different times (specified by black circles in Figure 8 ) of the AC cycle. Figure 8 shows the electrode current for electrons and holes and electric field for one cycle. Analysis of both figures allows several comments to be made. At t = 0 (zero applied voltage), electric field at the reference electrode is negative (because the net density of charge is positive due to the previous accumulated positive charge within the positive half cycle) and hence electrons begin to be injected and holes begin to be extracted. Injected electrons are then trapped and some of them recombine with trapped holes: hence, the recombination between injected electrons and trapped holes increases in time, cf. Figure 5 . At t = 3 ms, electric field at the cathode, recombination rate, injection current for electrons and extraction current for holes are practically at their maximum. The net density of charge begins to be negative (in the first cell, charge is negative, cf. Fig.7 ) and the electric field at the cathode reaches progressively the applied field. This appears prior to the maximum of the applied field. Between t = 3 ms and t = 9 ms, negative carriers are majority carriers in all the cells close to the cathode and this homocharge induces a lowering of the applied field. In this time interval, the recombination rate between injected electrons and trapped holes decreases, i.e. the EL intensity decreases. Between t = 9 ms and t = 13 ms, the electric field at the reference electrode is positive, positive carriers are injected but the net charge density remains negative, acting as an heterocharge that enhances the electric field at the reference electrode relative to the applied field. The recombination between injected holes and trapped electrons begins to increase. At t = 13 ms, the electric field at the reference electrode, recombination rate, injection current for holes and extraction current for electrons are practically at their maximum. The net density of charge begins to be positive (in the first cell, charge is positive) and the electric field at the electrode reaches progressively the applied field. As previously, this feature appears before the maximum of the applied field. Between t = 13 ms and t = 19 ms, positive carriers are still injected (positive electric field at the electrode) and reduce the electrode field. Injection current for the holes decreases and hence the recombination between injected holes and trapped electrons decreases. 
Triangular waveform
The EL emission for triangular waveform is shown in Figure 9 . Again, the fit between experiment and simulation is very good: EL intensity peaks at voltage maxima, increases relatively slowly in ramping up the voltage, and decreases much more rapidly in ramping down. Figure 10 shows the net charge, trapped electron and trapped hole densities along the last simulated cycle. Again, these values have been obtained by averaging the charge within 10 nm from the electrode. The charge density is of the same order as that simulated in the sinusoidal case and hence induces a significant deformation of the electric field at the electrode that becomes lower than the applied field 1ms before the peak in applied voltage. This strong deformation is not enough to shift the peak of the electric field at the electrode relative to the applied voltage. This is a striking difference when compared to the sinusoidal case that will be discussed later. The spatial distribution for the net charge density and electric field close to the reference electrode are shown in Figure 11 at different times (specified by black circles in Figure 12 ) during the last simulated cycle. As already pointed out, a charge value below 1 C.m -3 is not taken into account. Figure 12 shows the electron and hole currents and the electric field at the reference electrode over one cycle. Space charge behaves qualitatively in a similar way as in the case of sinusoidal applied waveform even though the space charge penetration depth over 5 s is smaller (less than 5 nm in triangular waveform). Between t = 0 ms and t = 4 ms, electrons are injected and are either trapped or recombined with the previously trapped holes. At the same time some holes are extracted. In this time interval, heterocharges are observed and the electric field at the electrode increases. Between t = 4 ms and t = 9 ms, negative carriers are dominant close to the electrode (acting as homocharges). After reaching its maximum at t = 5 ms, recombination between injected electrons and trapped holes decreases. The same features are observed for the second half cycle when holes are injected and electrons extracted.
Square waveform
EL patterns under a square waveform are shown in Figure 13 . The characteristics of the square voltage pulses are such that the rise and fall time of the voltage are 1 ms. This feature has been introduced in the simulation as well. As shown in Figure 13 , EL emission starts at voltage polarity inversion and peaks at voltage maxima. Indeed, the rapid change from positive to negative applied voltage (or vice versa) causes a massive charge injection into the dielectric, leading to an increase in the number of recombination events. In simulation trials, hypothesizing an abrupt change in the voltage from -V max to +V max , i.e. dV/dt is 'infinite', leads to a peak of EL at polarity reversal followed by a monotonous decrease, underlining the importance of dV/dt value. Figure 14 shows the net charge along with trapped electrons and trapped holes densities during the last simulated cycle, averaging data over 10 nm at the reference electrode. Apart from the fact that again with this voltage waveform, the net charge density results from an unbalanced situation between much higher densities of charges of both polarities, the striking result is that the electrode field at voltage maxima remains higher than the applied field for about 1ms. This was not observed in sinusoidal and triangular excitation where the electrode field at voltage maxima was reduced by the injected space charge. This is obviously to be put in relation with the balance between the amount of charges provided by injection and its reduction through extraction/recombination. The dynamic of the excitation (i.e. dV/dt) seems to be the controlling factor; this will be discussed later on. The spatial distribution for the net charge density and the electric field close to the reference electrode is shown in Figure 15 at different times (specified by black circles in Figure 16 ) during the last simulated cycle. Figure 16 shows the injection current for electrons and holes as well as the electric field for one cycle. Between t=0 ms and t=1 ms, heterocharges are seen up to 3 nm away from the cathode. A part of this charge is extracted or recombined by the injected carriers as depicted by the decrease of the positive charge density (specially close to the cathode) but the positive charge is still dominating at t=1 ms. This explains why the electric field is enhanced (up to 75 kV/mm) contrary to what was observed for sinusoidal and triangular excitation waveforms. With ongoing negative charge injection, the net charge appears negative at t=9 ms and the electrode field is reduced below the applied field (from 2 ms onwards). From t=9 ms to t=11 ms, voltage linearly increases from -V max to +V max and the electrode field is enhanced due to a negative net charge up to t=12 ms. This is shown in Figure 15 where the dominating charge is still a negative charge until t=12 ms (not shown in Figure 15 ). From t=12 ms to t=19 ms, positive injection takes the lead and the net charge is positive leading to the lowering of the electrode (anode) field. This is also clearly depicted in Figure 14 .
Discussion
A first general observation concerns the nice fit between experiments and simulations. For the three excitation waveforms, the model was able to reproduce closely the experimental behaviour. The luminescence peaks were reproduced and their origin can be understood on the basis of the charge injection and charge distribution at different times. Note that all the simulation results featuring charge penetration into the dielectric were presented in the vicinity of one electrode, alternatively behaving as cathode and anode depending on the voltage polarity. Because the same transport parameters were used in the model for positive and negative charge carriers, the situation at the other electrode is purely identical (with appropriate polarity) for charge penetration depth, charge density, electric field distribution, etc. A general feature of the results is that the EL peaks when injection current is at a maximum, the latter being always correlated with a maximum in the recombination rate. This also corresponds to a maximum in the local field at the injecting electrode. A first consequence is that it is impossible experimentally to differentiate between hot electron excitation vs. recombination on the basis of a phase shift between EL and current. As discussed by Zeller [20] hot electron-induced luminescence and recombination-induced luminescence both scale with current. Another implication concerns the nature of the EL when observed on metallized samples of the type used in this study. Because injection current can also excite surface plasmons on the electrode surface [21] , and because these collective electronic excitations are able to decay radiatively, the only way to differentiate between the latter and EL from the dielectric is to avoid surface plasmons relaxation in the visible range (this can be done by using metal electrode other than gold -ITO (Indium-Tin Oxide) for example [22] ). An alternative way is to analyze the emission spectrum in specific regions characteristic of the polymer and/or by filtering out the light from relaxation of surface plasmons [21] . Another interesting point coming from the modelling is the value of the injection current at peak maxima, which is of the order of 10 -1 A.m -2 . It is interesting to note some differences in the EL phenomenology considering the three different types of excitation waveforms. Under sinusoidal excitation, the field at the injecting electrode is lowered in comparison to the applied field before voltage maximum and the EL peaks are in advance relative to the applied field. In triangular excitation, the field at the injecting electrode is also reduced before voltage maximum but the EL peaks are in phase with the applied field. Using the square excitation, the field is reduced below the applied field after the voltage reaches its maximum and is higher than the applied field during voltage rising up (and for 1 ms under constant stress, decreasing after this time). This is a consequence of the charge distribution in the vicinity of the electrode as described in the previous section. For square excitation waveform, the voltage rising rate is 6 kV/ms, much higher than for the triangular waveform (1 kV/ms). The consequence is that the time the sample is subjected to the field up to the voltage maximum is shorter for larger dV/dt. It follows the recombination/extraction of the trapped heterocharge tends to be incomplete and the amount of remaining heterocharge controls the electric field. This is a strong point of the model to describe dynamical equilibrium between charge injection, transport and recombination. Other points of interest concern the density and penetration depth of the charge. Typical charge density in the model is between 10 +4 C.m -3 and 10 +7 C.m -3 , i.e. two to four orders of magnitude higher than the charge density reported in typical experimental work. Moreover, it seems to be independent of the shape of the excitation. If the charge density values for a given type of charge appears high (10 +6 C.m -3
), one has to realize that the net charge density is 20 times lower and results from an unbalanced situation between positive and negative densities. What is experimentally measured with any space charge detection technique is always the net charge and one has to realize that a given net charge density can result from the superposition of charge distribution of both polarities with a much higher density. Orders of magnitude can be derived from a recent paper [23] where time-resolved space charge distribution has been measured in polyethylene under AC voltage up to a frequency of 10 Hz. Charge injection in every half cycle was evidenced at low frequency (up to 0.1 Hz) and merely detectable above, even if the range of field (30 kV/mm) was lower than in the current study. Temperature effects were also evidenced (charge injection evidenced up to 10 Hz) as well as a negative charging of the material for long stressing times, denoting a dissymmetry in transport parameters for positive and negative charge carriers. Simulation and experimental results can be reconciled if one considers that the actual space charge distribution controlling the EL emission concerns a layer of only few nm where the space charge has a high density. Considering the usual spatial resolution of the detection technique -at best of the order of 10 µm, one can deduce that a net charge density of 10 +4 C.m -3 established over a layer of 10 nm (overestimation of the simulation result) would be detected as a space charge region of 10 C.m -3 in density. Therefore it is not surprising that a thin layer of charges cannot be easily identified experimentally. Another point of interest concerns the negative charging of the material observed for long stressing times. This indicates non symmetrical transport parameters for both types of charges, which has not been attempted so far in the current version of the modelling. The other difficulty here is that long stressing times are necessary (order of hours), and that the simulation is computationally intensive (this is the reason why we have limited the stressing time to 5s in the current results). Charge penetration depth spans from 5 nm to 8 nm depending on the excitation waveform. Penetration depth with square excitation is higher than with sinusoidal excitation, that is itself higher than with triangular excitation, consistently with the time allowed for charge transport under constant stress: in fact, the field reduction factor, i.e. the ratio between the electrode field and the applied field is all the larger that the time for charge accumulation is long: about 50% at the end of the voltage plateau in square waveform vs. about 10% at peak voltage for sinusoidal or triangular waveform. Regarding EL intensity, from the experimental results it is clear that the EL measured during the positive voltage half cycle is about 30% higher than that during the negative half cycle for all excitation waveforms. When the electrode facing the collecting lens is at a positive voltage, the EL at the anode is not affected by the optical transmission of the polymer contrary to the EL from the cathode (absorption of the semi-transparent gold electrode affects the recorded signal at the both electrodes the same way). When the polarity is changed, the EL from the anode is now affected by the optical absorption. One should therefore get the same EL intensity in every half cycle if the processes leading to light emission were the same at cathode and anode. This is indeed observed in simulation were the same transport parameters have been adopted for positive and negative charge carriers but not in experiments, denoting some asymmetry in the charge behaviour. This is in fact what could be expected from the experimental results in [24] that show a negative charging of the polymer for long stressing time under AC. This suggests an unbalanced situation between negative carrier production/annihilation, leading to an effective transport of negative charge. If this is so, more EL should be generated upon positive injection explaining the experimental results. However, other factors could also play a role like for example the difference in nature of the recombination centres for positive and negative charges leading to different emission efficiency for the same density of excited species. Further work in the modelling of real-time space charge distribution under AC using the actual model is currently being considered. Considering the EL intensity per se, one can note that it is lower for sinusoidal and triangular applied voltages when compared to the square voltage: the ratio between EL peaks for square and triangular or sinusoidal waveforms is about 3 when taking readings from the experimental results. The same trend holds in simulation but the simulated EL for the square voltage does not follow perfectly the experimental behaviour at the peak. One general remark is that the EL intensity scales with the injection current in every case and the large difference between sinusoidal/triangular and the square excitation comes from the large difference in injection current. The misfit between simulated and measured EL at the peak for the square excitation comes from experimental averaging of the EL during 2 ms which naturally smeared out any sharp maximum in the EL. One of the fundamental questions raised by our results is the physical soundness of the model and the meaning of the optimized parameters. As recalled in Table 1 , model parameters pertain to the injection law and the exponential trap distribution. As regards the injection law, parameters α and β have been initialized from those used in [19] and optimized. For the trap distribution, one way to proceed for parameterizing is to consider literature data on trap density estimates. Quirke et al. [24, 25] have developed a molecular simulation aimed at estimating trap depth associated to given chemicals in polyethylene, along with physical traps associated with disorder in chain conformation. It has already been shown [13] that the exponential distribution reasonably accounts for these molecular simulation results. The parameters used in this study have been optimized from those given in [13] .
Conclusion
A transport model accounting for the EL phenomena by recombination of charge carriers in LDPE under AC stress has been proposed and tested by comparing simulated and experimental results. The model incorporates injection/extraction as well as transport and recombination of charges. Charges are transported according to a thermally-assisted hopping mobility between traps having an exponential energy distribution in such a way that the mobility is modulated by the filling of traps. Transport parameters are the same for positive and negative charge carriers. A good correlation between measurements and simulation has been obtained regarding the time-dependence of EL intensity for different types of applied voltage waveforms, being 50 Hz sinusoidal, triangular and square voltage. Interpretation of the EL dependency on voltage waveform has been discussed considering penetration depth and density of charge carriers derived from the simulation. The salient feature of the finding is that the density of charge carriers needed to explain the EL emission is higher by four orders of magnitude than the typical density measured with the space charge measurement techniques. This can be reconciled when taking into account the thickness of the dielectric layer where charges are trapped which is less than 10 nm, leading to a charge density of the order of 1 C.m -3 when averaged over a thickness typical of the spatial resolution of space charge measurement techniques. The simulation results allow inferring such behaviour only because the spatial discretization of the problem is very tight near electrodes with computation cells of 0.4 nm each within a distance of 3.5 nm from the electrode. If the actual model seems to give a correct description of the interfacial processes leading to light emission upon charge recombination, the challenge will be to demonstrate its ability to take into account charge transport under AC and DC stresses. Because the transport properties within the surface layer of the polymer are unlikely to be the same as in the bulk, describing charge transport by using a unique distribution of traps seems unlikely. This will have to be incorporated in further work but investigation of the EL under time-varying voltage could provide a way to probe the electric properties at the interfaces.
